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Abstract
We present O(n3) embedding algorithms (subgraph isomorphism and its generalizations) for classes of graphs of bounded
pathwidth,where n is the number of vertices in the graph.These include the ﬁrst polynomial-time algorithm forminor containment
and the ﬁrstO(nc) algorithm (c a constant independent of k) for topological embedding of graphs from subclasses of partial k-trees,
as well as an O(n2) algorithm for subgraph isomorphism. Of independent interest are structural properties of k-connected graphs
of bounded pathwidth on which our algorithms are based.We also describe special cases which reduce to various generalizations
of string matching, permitting more efﬁcient solutions. Finally, we describe nk+O(1) algorithms for solving these problems on
arbitrary graphs of pathwidth at most k.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many fundamental problems in a diverse set of research areas can be characterized as graph embedding problems, where
data is represented as graphs and patterns can be detected by ﬁnding smaller graphs in larger ones. Classic pattern-matching
problems make use of the subgraph isomorphism problem, namely, the problem of determining whether there is a subgraph of
an input graph H that is isomorphic to an input graph G. Viewed as an injective mapping, the subgraph isomorphism of G into
H consists of a mapping of vertices of G to vertices of H so that edges of G map to corresponding edges of H. Generalizations
of this mapping include topological embedding, where vertices of G map to vertices of H and edges of G map to vertex-disjoint
paths in H, and minor containment, where vertices of G map to disjoint connected subgraphs of H and edges of G map to edges
of H.
Subgraph isomorphism (and its generalizations listed above [14]) is known to be NP-complete for general graphs, but can be
solved in polynomial time for many restricted classes of graphs. Of particular interest are partial k-trees, also known as graphs
of bounded treewidth (to be deﬁned formally in Section 2), algorithms for which unify many of the known polynomial-time
algorithms for embedding problems. The embedding problems are also NP-complete for general partial k-trees [14], even under
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Problems/classes G, H proper any G, H full any G and H
subgraph isomorphism O(n2) (6) O(n2) (6) O(n2) (6)
topological embedding O(n3) (2) O(n3) (3) nk+ O (1) (8)
minor containment O(n3) (4) O(n3) (5) nk+ O (1) (10)
Fig. 1. Summary of upper bounds on problems for classes of k-connected partial k-paths presented in this paper, including theorem numbers.
many different connectivity and degree bounds on both graphs [9]. However, when both G and H are k-connected partial k-trees,
although there are polynomial-time algorithms for both subgraph isomorphism [5,14] and topological embedding [7,11], minor
containment remains NP-complete even for this restricted class [14].
The state of our knowledge about these problems is unsatisfying in a number of ways. The degree of the polynomial in the
complexity of the algorithms for subgraph isomorphism and topological embedding depends on the magnitude of k. This raises
the question of whether there is an algorithm that runs in time O(nc) for c a constant independent of k. (Such an algorithm
would be unlikely if the problems were ﬁxed-parameter intractable [6].) Furthermore, although polynomial-time algorithms for
minor containment have been obtained when there is a degree bound [8,14], there are no previous results relating connectivity
constraints and polynomial-time minor containment algorithms.
Our contributions in this paper demonstrate that for large subclasses of k-connected graphs of bounded pathwidth (a restriction
on partial k-trees), there exist O(n3) algorithms for minor containment and topological embedding, and O(n2) algorithms for
subgraph isomorphism (these are summarized in Fig. 1, with theorem numbers listed). The results are of particular interest in
light of the fact that all the problems are NP-complete when both graphs have connectivity less than k [9]. The algorithms make
use of a new and elegant characterization of k-connected graphs of bounded pathwidth (Section 3) which allows us to form a
common framework for the algorithms (Sections 4–6). We show that each such graph has an essentially unique layout of the
vertices on k “tracks”. These layouts, and the restrictions they imply on the structure of topological embeddings and minor
containments, allow the description of intuitive algorithms with elegant proofs of correctness. Removing the restriction to the
subclasses, we describe (Section 7) nk+O(1) algorithms for the problems on graphs of pathwidth bounded by k. Finally, in special
cases (Section 8) we can exploit further structure to reduce the problems to string matching and its variants, permitting more
efﬁcient solutions.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graphs, treewidth, and pathwidth
Throughout this paper we use standard graph-theoretic notation [4]. The vertex and edge sets of a graph G are denoted by
V (G) andE(G), respectively; we use n to denote |V (G)|. All graphs we consider are simple, connected, and without self-loops.
The set of vertices adjacent to a vertex v, the neighbourhood of v, is denoted by N(v). A graph is k-connected if there are k
vertex-disjoint paths between every pair of its vertices. Menger’s Theorem states that any separator of a k-connected graph (a
set of vertices whose removal disconnects the graph) contains at least k vertices.
In this paper we deal with subclasses of graphs of bounded treewidth, as deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 1. A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T , ) where T is a tree and  : V (T )→ 2V (G) satisﬁes the following
three properties:
(1) for every a ∈ V (G), there is an x ∈ V (T ) such that a ∈ (x);
(2) for every e = (a, b) ∈ E(G), there is an x ∈ V (T ) such that a, b ∈ (x); and
(3) for all x, y, z ∈ V (T ), if y is on the path from x to z in T then (x) ∩ (z) ⊆ (y).
The width of a tree decomposition (T , ) is max{|(x)| − 1 : x ∈ V (T )}. The treewidth of a graph G is the minimum width
over all its tree decompositions; a graph of bounded treewidth is a graph of treewidth k for some constant k. For p a vertex of T,
(p) is called a bag of T. A path decomposition of a graph is a tree decomposition in which T is a path, and the pathwidth of
G is the minimum width over all its path decompositions. For ﬁxed k, decompositions of treewidth or pathwidth k can be found
in linear time [2,3]. By property 3 above, every bag (p) is a separator of G (unless all bags of vertices in one component of
T \{p} contain subsets of (p)) as the removal of its vertices disconnects G. Similarly, the intersection of two consecutive bags
will form a separator, with an exception similar to that listed above.



























Fig. 2. Example of a full 2-path.
There is an equivalent deﬁnition of graphs of bounded treewidth which is often useful. A k-tree (sometimes full k-tree) is
either a (k+ 1)-clique, or a graph formed from a smaller k-tree by adding a new vertex v of degree k adjacent to all vertices of a
k-clique C (the set of vertices in C is called the attachment set of v, denotedA(v)). A k-leaf is any degree-k vertex of a k-tree,
and a partial k-tree is any subgraph of a k-tree. Partial k-trees are exactly graphs of treewidth at most k [20].
A full k-path is a special type of k-tree. In its construction, we maintain the notion of a “current set” (initially k vertices of
the ﬁrst (k + 1)-clique, the remaining vertex being the initial k-leaf). When a new vertex is added (with the current set as its
attachment set), it enters the current set, and one vertex (possibly the new one) leaves the current set, never to return. Note that
if the new vertex immediately leaves, it is a k-leaf (the last vertex added being the ﬁnal k-leaf). In a proper k-path [19], the new
vertex is not permitted to immediately leave (as a consequence, a proper k-path of size at least k + 2 has only two k-leaves).
Fig. 2(a) illustrates a full 2 path, where a is the initial 2-leaf and {b, c} is the initial current set. The vertices are added in order
d, e, f, g, h, i, with i being the ﬁnal k-leaf. The graph is not a proper k-path since after f is added to attachment set {d, e}, it
leaves immediately, allowing g to have attachment set {d, e} as well.
The class of partial k-paths (subgraphs of k-paths) is equivalent to the class of graphs of pathwidth at most k [16]. The
terminology we use here is in common use, though the original use of “k-path” in the previous citation was to refer to what
we call a proper k-path, and other authors [13] have used “proper pathwidth” as a synonym for bandwidth. A partial proper
k-path is a subgraph of a proper k-path.
We observe that a full k-path can be partitioned into the body, which is a proper k-path that includes the initial and ﬁnal
k-leaves, and hairs, which are the remaining k-leaves and their adjacent edges. We deﬁne an end of a full k-path to be the
neighbourhood E of a degree-k vertex such that the subgraph of G induced by V (G)\{E} has at most one component of size
greater than 1. There are at most two possible ends in a full k-path of size at least k + 3, and the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves each
have a distinct end as their neighbour set (the head and tail, respectively). In Fig. 2(b), the body is marked with thick lines and
the hair with thin lines; N(a) and N(i) are the ends. We can view a partial k-path as being decomposed in a similar fashion,
where the body is a partial proper k-path; in a k-connected graph the ends will still be neighbourhoods of degree-k vertices.
Our algorithms will make use of a special type of path decomposition, as deﬁned below:
Deﬁnition 2. A path decomposition (P, ), P = p1, . . . , p, of a graph G is a normalized path decomposition if  is odd;
(1) |(pi)| = k + 1 for i odd;
(2) |(pi)| = k for i even; and
(3) (pi−1) ∩ (pi+1)= (pi) for i even.
It is not difﬁcult to see that such a decomposition can be generated during the construction of a k-path; the bags of size k + 1
are the new vertices and their attachment sets, and the bags of size k are the current sets. Given an already-constructed k-path,
one possible normalized path decomposition can be formed by a simple linear-time scan, starting from one end.
Throughout this paper, we assume that G and H are k-connected graphs of pathwidth k, and that all path decompositions are
normalized.We will make use of running examples of 4-connected 4-paths G andH in Figs. 3 and 4. The 4-bags in a normalized
path decomposition of H are illustrated in Table 1; the ﬁrst 5-bag is (uI, u1, v1, w1, x1), the last is (u6, v4, w6, x5, uF), and
between each adjacent pair of 4-bags is a 5-bag containing the union of the two 4-bags. For ease of exposition, we use letters
near the beginning of the alphabet (a, b, . . .) to denote vertices in G, letters near the end of the alphabet (u, v, . . .) to denote
vertices in H, and letters in the middle of the alphabet (p, q, . . .) to denote vertices in a path decomposition.
2.2. Embeddings
Each of the embeddings considered in this paper can be deﬁned in terms of injective mappings. A subgraph isomorphism
maps vertices of G to vertices of H and edges of G to edges of H; it is a special case of a topological embedding, which maps
vertices of G to vertices of H and edges of G to vertex-disjoint paths in H.























Fig. 4. A 4-connected proper 4-path H.
Table 1
The 4-bags in a normalized path decomposition of H
u1 u1 u2 u2 u3 u3 u3 u4 u4 u4 u4 u4 u5 u5 u6 u6 u6
v1 v1 v1 v1 v1 v1 v2 v2 v2 v2 v3 v3 v3 v3 v3 v4 v4
w1 w2 w2 w2 w2 w2 w2 w2 w3 w3 w3 w3 w3 w4 w4 w4 w5
x1 x1 x1 x2 x2 x3 x3 x3 x3 x4 x4 x5 x5 x5 x5 x5 x5
Deﬁnition 3. The graphG is topologically embeddable in the graphH if there is a pair of injective functions f : V (G)→ V (H)
and  : E(G)→ {paths in H } such that:
(1) if e = (a, b) ∈ E(G) then (e) has endpoints f (a) and f (b); and
(2) for e, e′ ∈ E(G), e = e′, the only vertices that (e) and (e′) can have in common are their endpoints.
We call (f,) a topological embedding of G into H; similarly, for (f,) such that  : E(G) → E(H), we call (f,) a
subgraph isomorphism embedding of G into H.
We can view (f,) as instructions for transforming H into G. In this process, we ﬁrst delete edges and vertices outside the
images of f and  to form a subgraph H ′ of H. Next we “shrink” paths of H ′ into edges, where the endpoints of the resultant
edge are the termini of the path. The conversion of a path into an edge can be viewed as collapsing each intermediate vertex on
the path (a collapsed vertex) into one of the resultant edge’s endpoints (a preserved vertex). Any other vertex of H was deleted
to formH ′, and is called a deleted vertex. Figs. 7 and 5 illustrate subgraph isomorphism and topological embeddings of G in H,
respectively.
In discussing properties of embeddings of G into H, we will often rely on the fact that if G is embeddable in H, we can
derive an induced path decomposition of G from the path decomposition of H; details of this process for topological embedding
were developed for k-connected partial k-trees [11]. Intuitively, an induced path decomposition is formed by replacing each
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Table 2
Mapping bags under the subgraph isomorphism embedding
u1 u1 u2 u2 b b b c c c c c d d u6 u6 u6
a a a a a a f f f f g g g g g v4 v4
w1 h h h h h h h i i i i i w4 w4 w4 w5
x1 x1 x1 x2 x2 j j j j k k e e e e e e
Table 3
Induced path decomposition of G under the subgraph isomorphism embedding
b b c c c c c d
a f f f f g g g
h h h i i i i i
j j j j k k e e
Table 4
Mapping bags under the topological embedding
a a a a b b b c c c c c d d d d d
f f f f f f f f f f g g g g g g g
a h h h h h h h i i i i i i i i i
a a a a a j j j j k k k k k k k k
collapsed or preserved vertex in a bag by its preimage in V (G) and then removing resulting duplicate bags. To facilitate the
formal deﬁnition, for a topological embedding (f,) we deﬁne a surjective function  that inverts f, and maps each interior
vertex in (e) to one of the endpoints of e. That is, (f (a)) = a for every vertex a of G, and for every edge e = (a, b) of G,
there is a vertex u on (e) such that for u = f (b), Q the subpath of (e) from f (a) to u, and R = (e)\Q, for all vertices v of
Q, (v)= a, and for all vertices w of R, (w)= b.
Deﬁnition 4. For (f,) a topological embedding of G into H,  the associated mapping of vertices in V (H) to vertices in
V (G), and (P, ) a normalized path decomposition of H, we deﬁne  : V (P )→ 2V (G) as follows: (p)= {(u)|u ∈ (p) and
either f (a) = u for some a in V (G) or u appears on (e) for some e ∈ E(G)}We form a path PG from P by removing each
vertex p ∈ V (P ) such that |(p)| = 0, by replacing each subpath q1, . . . , qm such that (qi) = (qi+1) for all 1 i <m by a
single vertex q with (q)= (q1), and by removing any leading (trailing) bag which is a subset of its successor (predecessor).
We form G by restricting  to PG. (PG, G) is the path decomposition of G induced by (f,).
A graph G is a minor of a graph H if a graph isomorphic to G can be formed from H by a series of edge and vertex deletions
and edge contractions. Equivalently, each vertex of G is mapped to a distinct connected subgraph of H and each edge of G to a
distinct edge of H, as deﬁned below.
Deﬁnition 5. The graph G is a minor of the graph H if there is a pair of functions (f, ) such that:
(1) f : V (G)→ {connected subgraphs of H };
(2)  : E(G)→ E(H) is injective;
(3) if e = (a, b) ∈ E(G) then there are vertices u ∈ V (f (a)) and v ∈ V (f (b)) such that (e)= (u, v); and
(4) for every a, b ∈ V (G), a = b, V (f (a)) ∩ V (f (b))= ∅.
We call (f, ) a minor embedding of G into H.
Deﬁnition 6. For (f, ) a minor embedding ofG intoH and (P, ) a path decomposition ofH, we deﬁne  : V (P )→ 2V (G) as
follows: (p)= {a ∈ V (G)|u ∈ V (f (a)) for some u ∈ (p)}. We then restrict P to PG and  to G as in the above deﬁnition.
(PG, G) is the path decomposition of G induced by (f, ).
A minor embedding of G into H is illustrated in Fig. 6; induced path decompositions of H resulting from the embeddings
depicted in Figs. 5–7 are shown in Tables 2–5.
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Table 5
Induced path decomposition of G under the topological embedding
b b c c c c c d
f f f f f g g g
h h h i i i i i
j j j j k k k k
We can now show that for each embedding (PG, G) is a normalized path decomposition of width k.
Lemma 1. For a subgraph isomorphism, topological, or minor embedding of G into H where G and H are both k-connected
partial k-paths, the induced path decomposition of G, (PG, G), resulting from a normalized path decomposition (P, ) of H,
is a normalized path decomposition of width k.
Proof. We ﬁrst demonstrate that (PG, G) is a path decomposition of G by verifying each of the points in the deﬁnition. Since
G is embedded in H, each vertex a in G has an image f (a) = u in a bag in H, and hence appears as (u) = a in a bag in the
induced path decomposition. For e = (a, b) ∈ E(G), f (a) and f (b) are joined by either an edge or a path in H. In the former
case, the existence of a bag containing a and b in (PG, G) follows from the existence of a bag containing both f (a) and f (b) in
the path decomposition of H. In the latter case, by the deﬁnition of topological embedding there exists a vertex u with successor
v on (e) such that (u) = a and (v) = b. Since (u, v) is an edge in E(H), u and v appear together in a bag in the path
decomposition of H, and hence a and b appear together in a path in (PG, G).
To see that the set of bags containing a particular vertex a in G form a subpath of PG, as necessitated by condition 3 in
Deﬁnition 1, we observe that the images of a in the path decomposition of H consist of f (a) and vertices in paths which are
images of edges with endpoint a. As the bags of these vertices must form a subgraph in the path decomposition of H in order to
satisfy condition 3 for (P, ), the corresponding bags in (PG, G) remain connected, as required.
Next, we need to show that (PG, G) is normalized. By the removal of leading (trailing) bags which are subsets of their
successors (predecessors), we ensure that the only bags which are not separators of G are the ﬁrst and the last bags in PG, and
that these bags will have size k + 1. As G is k-connected, no separator can have size less than k, and hence no bag can have size
less than k. Since the intersection of two consecutive bags is a separator and since subpaths of identical bags were replaced by a
single bag, there cannot be adjacent bags both of size k. Finally, since (P, ) was normalized, between any pair of bags of size
k + 1 there will remain a bag of size k, as required. 
3. Track layouts
The additional requirement of k-connectivity imposes strong restrictions on the structure of partial k-paths. We show that the
body vertices can be partitioned into k trackswhere the tracks form vertex-disjoint paths from the initial k-leaf to the ﬁnal k-leaf.
This partitioning is unique up to permutation of the tracks, and is independent of any speciﬁc path decomposition. Track layouts
of full k-paths were considered previously [15,17], but our characterization of partial k-path embeddings is new.
Tracks can be extracted by examining a path decomposition of the graph. For (P, ) a normalized width-k path decomposition
of G, P = p1, . . . , p, we deﬁne the entry vertex of pi (i odd, i > 1), entry(pi), to be the unique vertex in (pi)\(pi−1).
Similarly, the exit vertex of pi (i odd, i < ), exit(pi), is the unique vertex in (pi)\(pi+1). A vertex x of G is a hair vertex (a
non-initial non-ﬁnal k-leaf) exactly when x= entry(pi)= exit(pi), and hence when entry(pi) or exit(pi) is a body vertex of G,
entry(pi) = exit(pi).
For body vertices, we can use exit and entry information to form paths inG. If entry(pi) is not a k-leaf, it must be a neighbour
of exit(pi) (otherwise (pi)\{entry(pi), exit(pi)} is a set of size k − 1 separating entry(pi) and exit(pi) in G). We say that
entry(pi) replaces exit(pi). A track is a sequence of body vertices a1, a2, . . . , at such that ai+1 replaces ai for all 1 i < t . We
use the interval notation [ai, aj ] to represent a segment ai, . . . , aj of a track. The track on which a vertex a appears is denoted
by track(a); for convenience we use the notation for both the track number and the track itself. For ease of notation, we say that
the k-leaves are on track 0. A track edge of G is any edge incident on the initial or ﬁnal k-leaf, or any edge between vertices on
the same track. Note that an internal vertex of a track is adjacent to exactly two other vertices on the same track, namely the
vertex it replaces, and its own replacement. A hair edge is an edge incident on a hair. Any edge that is not a track edge or a hair
edge is called a cross edge. Fig. 2(c) illustrates track edges (thick lines), hair edges (dashed lines) and cross edges (thin lines).
Since in our algorithms hairs often need to be handled in a special way, we make use of a special form of path decomposition
which distinguishes hairs from body vertices. It is not difﬁcult to see that a compressed path decomposition can be generated
from a normalized path decomposition in linear time.
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Deﬁnition 7. (P, , hair), P = p2, . . . , p−1, is a compressed path decomposition of a graph G if
(1) hair(pi) is the set of hairs with attachment setA((pi)) for even i; and
(2) for P ′ =p1, p2, . . . , p−1, p, aI an arbitrary vertex in hair(p2), aF an arbitrary vertex in hair(p−1), ′(p1)= (p2)∪ aI,
′(p)= (p−1) ∪ aF, and ′(pi)= (pi) for 1< i <, (P ′, ′) is a normalized path decomposition of the body of G.
The lemma below is a consequence of the deﬁnitions of tracks, normalized path decompositions, and k-connectivity:
Lemma 2. For G a k-connected partial k-path with at least k + 3 body vertices and (P, , hair) any compressed path decom-
position of G, P = p2, . . . , p−1,
(1) (p2) and (p−1) are ends of G;
(2) for any even i, (pi) contains exactly one vertex from each track; and
(3) if S is an attachment set for a hair, then there exists an even i such that (pi)= S.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that (p2) is an end of G by demonstrating that G[V (G)\((p2) ∪ hair(p2))] is a single component.
Suppose instead that there are at least two components in G[V (G)\((p2) ∪ hair(p2))]. We let d = entry(p3) be a vertex in
component A and consider pw , where w is the smallest value such that d ′ = entry(pw) is in another component B = A. Since
G is k-connected, there must be k vertex-disjoint paths between b= exit(p3) and d ′. The set (p4) is a set of size k separating b
and d ′, and hence each of the k paths must contain a distinct member of the set. Since (p4) contains members of (p2) as well
as d, k − 1 of the paths contain distinct members of (p2) and one contains d. However, since (p2) is a set of size k separating
A and B (and hence d and d ′), the path from b to d ′ through d must also contain a vertex in (p2). As the neighbours of d in
(p2)\{b} are the vertices in (p4), this requirement violates the constraint that each path from b to d ′ must contain a distinct
member of (p4). Point 1 for (p−1) follows by symmetry.
To prove point 2 for i = 2 and i =  − 1, it is not difﬁcult to see that neither end contains more than one vertex from each
track, as no vertex in an end replaces another. To prove the point for general i, we suppose instead that there exists a bag without
one vertex from each track, and choose the minimum even q such that (pq) contains vertices from at most k− 1 tracks. We let
t be a track such that (pq) contains no vertex on track t, and observe that since 2<q <− 1, there exist vertices on track t in
bags both preceding and following (pq). In particular, there must exist a track edge (at , bt ) such that bt replaces at , at appears
before (pq) and bt appears after (pq). This implies that there exists no bag containing both at and bt , although (at , bt ) must
be an edge and there must be a bag containing both endpoints of any edge, a contradiction.
Finally, point 3 follows from the deﬁnition of a compressed path decomposition. 
We can view a layout of the vertices of G as starting with an initial k-leaf at the leftmost point, a ﬁnal k-leaf at the rightmost
point, and each track stretched out as a straight line from left to right. Thus, if b replaces a then we say that a is the track
predecessor of b, denoted tpred(b) and that b is the track successor of a, denoted tsucc(a). The position of a vertex a on
a track, denoted position(a), is deﬁned as follows: each vertex in the head is in position 1 on its track, and if b replaces a,
then position(b) = position(a) + 1; for convenience we use the notation for both the position number and the position itself.
Moreover, for track(a)= track(b) and position(a)< position(b), a is to the left of b and b is to the right of a. A track layout of
a graph G of pathwidth k is the numbering of tracks by 1 through k and the association of each vertex a with a pair (track(a),
position(a)).
Our algorithms proceed by attempting to create an embedding by mapping a track layout of G to a track layout of H. The
mapping will be particularly useful if we select the track layout of G that “corresponds” to the track layout of H.
The general idea of the algorithm to ﬁnd a track layout is as follows: maintain a set S (initially the head vertices, labeled 1
through k), and repeatedly ﬁnd a vertex a of S with one unlabeled neighbour b; give b the label of a and have it replace a in S.
Lemma 3 below implies that the algorithm yields the same layout independent of the order in which vertices are processed. It
shows that if two vertices a1 and a2 could both be considered as a, they cannot both be replaced by the same vertex b1 (which
would lead to two layouts differing in the track label of b1).
Lemma 3. Let G be a k-connected graph of pathwidth k and (P ′, ) be a proper preﬁx of at least one normalized path
decomposition of G, where P ′ = (p1, . . . , ps) for s odd. Then if a1 ∈ (ps), N(a1)\
⋃
1 i s(pi) = {b1}, a2 ∈ (ps),
N(a2)\
⋃
1 i s(pi)= {b2}, and a1 = a2, then b1 = b2.
Proof. For at least one vertex ai ∈ (ps) such a vertex bi exists, namely the vertex entry(ps+1) for some path decomposition
(P, ) extending (P ′, ). Suppose instead that for a1 = a2, b1=b2. In any normalized path decomposition (P, ) ofwhich (P ′, )
is a preﬁx, since (a1, b1) and (a2, b1) are both edges inG, there must exist a vertex pj , js+1, such that {a1, a2, b1} ⊆ (pj )
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and {a1, a2, b1}∩(pj−1)={a1, a2}. Then (pj )\{a1, a2} is a set of size k−1 separating the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves, violating
the k-connectivity of G. 
Theorem 1 below follows as a consequence. Since either end can be the head, there are at most 2(k!) different track layouts
of G, each of which can be determined in linear time. Arbitrary degree-k neighbours of the head and tail can be identiﬁed as the
initial and ﬁnal k-leaves, with all other degree-k neighbours being designated as hairs.
Theorem 1. For G a k-connected graph of pathwidth k, for each head h of G and each numbering (permutation)  of the tracks,
there is a unique track layout (h, ) of G, which can be generated in linear time.
We use Nt (a) to denote the set of neighbours of a on track t, and where appropriate we generalize the notation to Nt (A) for
A a set of vertices.
Although a track layout imposes a total order on the vertices of a particular track, in general it provides only a partial order
on the vertices of the entire graph. Given a track decomposition starting from a particular head h, a comes before b in the partial
order if either a precedes b on the same track, or if there is an edge from a to a vertex to the left of b on track(b). This order
reﬂects the fact that in any path decomposition with head h, if b = entry(pj ), then either a is in h or a = entry(pi) for some
i < j . The partial order precludes the existence in the track layout of a transposition, namely a pair of edges (a1, b2), (a2, b1)
with four distinct endpoints, where ai (i = 1, 2) is to the left of bi on track(bi). This is important in proving the correctness of
our algorithms.
We can generalize the notion of transposition to provide a forbidden structure useful in proving properties of k-connected
partial k-paths. A generalized transposition is a set of edges {(ai , bi+1)|i = 1, 2, . . . , j} ∪ {(aj+1, b1)} for some 1jk − 1,
where ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , j + 1) is to the left of bi on track(bi).
Lemma 4. A k-connected partial k-path cannot contain a generalized transposition.
Proof. The edge (ai , bi+1) shows that bi+1 precedes bi in the partial order (for i = 1, 2, . . . j ), but the edge (aj+1, b1) shows
that b1 precedes bj+1, a contradiction. 
We can use the preceding lemma to demonstrate the central role played by tracks in a k-connected partial k-path.
Lemma 5. The set of tracks is the only set of k vertex-disjoint paths from head to tail in a k-connected k-path.
Proof. Suppose there were another set P of k vertex-disjoint paths from head to tail of which  are not tracks. Let Pi (i =
1, 2, . . . , k) be the path from P passing through the head vertex on track i, and for each track that is not a path, let (ci , di) be
the ﬁrst edge of Pi where track(ci )= i but track(di) = i. Since the paths are disjoint, ctrack(di ) must be to the left of di . Let F
be the graph with vertex set {(ci , di)|i = 1, 2, . . . , k} and edge set {(ci , di), (ctrack(di ), dtrack(di ))|i = 1, 2, . . . , }. Since each
vertex in F has outdegree one, F must contain a directed cycle, and the edges of the partial k-path that are vertices in this cycle
form a generalized transposition, which is a contradiction. 
The next result shows that k-connected partial k-paths constitute a rich class of graphs, since the presence of tracks and the
obvious lower bound on the degree of a vertex guarantees membership in this class.
Lemma 6. Any graph G of minimum degree at least k obtained by starting with a full k-path and deleting cross edges is a
k-connected k-path.
Proof. Since G is clearly a partial k-path, it will sufﬁce to show that G has no cutset of size less than k. We will show that by
assuming that G has a cutset S of size less than k, we can ﬁnd a connected component in which for each vertex v there exists
another vertex which v precedes in the partial order, violating the deﬁnition of a partial order.
Since G has k tracks, there must exist a track which contains no member of S. If S is deleted, the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of
G will be placed in the same connected component C, as they are connected by this track.
We now consider an arbitrary vertex v in an arbitrary component C′ = C, and consider the necessary placement of vertices
in S to disconnect v from both the initial and the ﬁnal k-leaves. In order to separate v from C, there must be a member of S to
the left of v on track(v), and one to the right. Consequently, there can be at most k − 3 members of S on tracks different from
track(v). By minimum degree constraints, v must have at least k − 2 adjacent cross edges.
We claim that there must exist cross edges (v,w′) and (v,w) such that track(w′) = track(w), w′ is to the left of w, and w
is not in S. Since the number of cross edges is greater than the number of vertices of S outside of track(v), some track t must
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contain more neighbours of v than members of S, and hence at least one neighbour of v not in S. If the leftmost neighbour u of
v on t is in S, then u is to the left of some neighbour w /∈ S, serving as w′ in the claim above. If instead the leftmost neighbour u
of v on the track is not in S, then in order for u (and hence v) to be separated from the initial k-leaf, there must exist a member
of S to the left of u. In order for the number of neighbours of v to outnumber members of S, there must exist another neighbour
w of v to the right of u; u serves as w′ in the claim above.
We now observe that since v is the neighbour of a track predecessor ofw, v precedesw in the partial order. Moreover, asw /∈ S,
v and w are in the same component. Since there was nothing special about the choice of v, for every vertex in this component
we can ﬁnd a vertex in the same component which it precedes in the partial ordering, which is impossible. 
The preceding two lemmas are not needed in the design or analysis of our algorithms, but give examples of the rich structure
associated with k-connected partial k-paths.
4. Topological embedding algorithm
Our algorithm takes an initial injective mapping f of vertices of G to vertices of H and iteratively reﬁnes the mapping until
it forms an embedding of G into H or fails. Throughout the execution of the algorithm, the possible mappings considered will
be constrained by track layouts of G and H. By choosing an arbitrary path decomposition of H, we can ﬁx a total order on the
vertices of H and a speciﬁc track layout. If G is embeddable in H, one of the 2(k!) track layouts of G will be associated with the
path decomposition of G induced by the embedding. We use Fig. 5 to illustrate a possible embedding of G (Fig. 3) in H (Fig. 4);
the k-bags in the induced path decomposition of G are extracted in two steps, depicted in Tables 4 and 5.
The track layouts of G and H can be exploited in the discussion of an embedding of G into H; Lemma 8 below shows that
track numbers and cross edges are preserved under the embeddings. A topological embedding (f,) fromG intoH that satisﬁes
the conditions in the lemma is said to be a topological embedding with respect to layouts (hG, G) and (hH , H ). Lemma 8 can
be proved by showing that the violation of any of the conditions of the lemma allows us, by using induced path decompositions,
to ﬁnd a bag in the path decomposition of G violating Lemma 2, point 2. Lemma 7 demonstrates a property of ends of G in a
path decomposition of H.
Lemma 7. For (f,) a topological embedding of G into H and (P, ) any normalized or compressed path decomposition of
H, for each end E of G, there must exist pr , r even, such that (pr ) contains the images of each vertex in E.
Proof. If there were no such bag pr , then the induced path decomposition of G would contain no bag consisting of the vertices
in E. Since by Lemma 1 the induced path decomposition of G is a normalized path decomposition, it must contain such a bag
(Lemma 2, point 1), a contradiction. 
Lemma 8. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths,G is topologically embeddable in H if and only if there exists a topological
embedding (f,) and track layouts (hG, G) of G and (hH , H ) of H such that, for aI and aF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of
(hG, G) and uI and uF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of (hH , H ), the following conditions hold:
(T1) for all a ∈ V (G)\{aI, aF}, track(a)= track(f (a));
(T2) for each track edge (a, b) in G, a = aI and b = aF, ((a, b)) consists of the path from f (a) to f (b) on track(a);
(T3) for each cross edge (a, b) in G, ((a, b)) consists of either the edge (f (a), f (b)) or a path of length two from f (a) to
f (b) through a hair; and
(T4) f (aI)=uI, f (aF)=uF, for all edges (aI, b), ((aI, b)) is a path from f (aI) to f (b) with all interior vertices on track(b),
and for all edges (b, aF), ((b, aF)) is a path from f (b) to f (aF) with all interior vertices on track(b).
Proof. Suppose (f,) is a topological embedding of G into H, (P, ) a path decomposition of H and (PG, G) the path
decomposition of G induced by (f,). Both path decompositions can then be compressed. We can clearly ﬁx a track layout of
H and create a layout for G dictated by the tracks in H on which each vertex of G is found.
We prove Conditions 1–3 by supposing instead they were not all true, and ﬁnding the ﬁrst place (based on the total ordering
of vertices in H) at which one of the conditions is violated. For each of the three cases we obtain a contradiction.
Case 1: Condition T1 is violated ﬁrst.
Suppose that the ﬁrst violation occurs when there is an a ∈ V (G) such that track(f (a)) = track(a) and a is not a hair. If a is
a neighbour of the initial k-leaf aI then a violation occurs at a only if the neighbours of aI map to fewer than k different tracks.
Since by Lemma 2, point 1 the neighbourhood of aI forms a bag in (PG, G), this violates Lemma 2, point 2.









Fig. 5. A topological embedding of G in H.
If instead a is not a neighbour of aI and is not a hair, we let v be the predecessor of f (a) on the path in H corresponding
to the edge (tpred(a), a) in G; v is in the attachment set of f (a). Since v adheres to the conditions, track(v) = track(a).
We now consider the vertex pi ∈ P , i odd, in which f (a) ﬁrst appears; both tpred(f (a)) and v are in (pi). By properties
of tracks tpred(f (a)) /∈ (pi+1), and hence both f (a) and v are in (pi+1). Since (v) ∈ {tpred(a), a}, (f (a)) = a, and
track(tpred(a)) = track(a), in the path decomposition of G induced by (f,), G(pi+1) contains vertices on at most k − 1
different tracks, violating Lemma 2, point 2.
Finally, suppose that a hair a maps to a vertex f (a) on track t for t > 0. We let (pi) be the bag in P in which f (a) appears
for the ﬁrst time; by Lemma 2, point 2 we know that (pi+1) contains exactly one vertex from each track. In particular, f (a) is
the vertex from track t in (pi+1). Since a is not on track t, the corresponding bag in (PG, G) violates Lemma 2, point 2.
Case 2: Condition 2 is violated ﬁrst.
The argument is similar to that given in Case 1; in this case we suppose that the ﬁrst violation occurs when there is a vertex
on the path ((a, b)) which is not on track(a). We know that f (a) is on track(a), but f (b) is not necessarily on track(b). We
can then conclude that there is an edge in ((a, b)) between a vertex v on track(f (b)) and a vertex w on a different track. As in
the previous case, we consider the ﬁrst vertex pi in which v appears. The vertex w is in the attachment set of v, and hence both
w and tpred(v) are in (pi). By properties of tracks tpred(v) /∈ (pi+1), and hence both w and v are in (pi+1). Since (v) and
(w) are in {a, b}, and track(a)= track(b), in the path decomposition of G induced by (f,), G(pi+1) contains vertices on
at most k − 1 different tracks, violating Lemma 2, point 2.
Case 3: Condition 3 is violated ﬁrst.
By our assumption, ((a, b)) is neither the single edge (f (a), f (b)) nor a path of length two through a hair. Since this is the
ﬁrst violation of a condition, we know that f (a) is on track(a) and that ((tpred(a), a)) is a path from f (tpred(a)) to f (a)
on track(a). If the path ((a, b)) includes the track edge from f (a) to tsucc(f (a)), then Condition 2 is violated for the track
edge (a, tsucc(a)), reducing to Case 2. If instead ((a, b)) contains track edges on track(b), Condition 2 is violated for either
(tpred(b), b) or (b, tsucc(b)).
Any path from f (a) to f (b) that contains no edges on track(a) or track(b) must contain an edge from a vertex w on track t,
t = track(a), t = track(b), to f (b). Since we know that the path does not go through a hair, t = 0. We observe that there must
be a bag in the path decomposition containing f (b) and w. Since (w) ∈ {track(a), track(b)}, the induced path decomposition
of G will contain a bag without any vertex on track t, violating Lemma 2, Condition 2.
To prove Condition T4, we observe that as a consequence of Condition T1, Lemma 2, and Lemma 7, each vertex in an end
can be found on a distinct track. Moreover, since the images of the end vertices appear in a bag (and hence separate f (aI) or
f (aF) from the rest of the graph) we can form the paths as indicated in the statement of the condition. Finally, the proof of the
reverse implication is obvious. 
Using the lemma above, in Theorems 2 and 3, we form algorithms which determine whether or not G is topologically
embeddable in H, when either G and H are both proper or H is full. The algorithm for partial k-paths ﬁrst forms a single track
layout and total order for H and all 2(k!) track layouts of G. For each possible layout of G, initially we assign f (a) : =u, where
track(a)= track(u) and position(a)= position(u). Given a mapping of vertices of G to vertices of H, extended in the obvious
way to map sets of vertices, we say that a ∈ V (G) is consistent if for all tracks t = track(a), f (Nt (a)) ⊆ Nt (f (a)); this is
necessitated by the fact in the absence of hairs, cross edges must map to cross edges. We then repeatedly check consistency of
vertices in G, resolving any inconsistency by “sliding” vertices to positions further to the right on their tracks. An inconsistency
in which (a, b) ∈ E(G) but (f (a), f (b)) /∈E(H) is resolved by changing one or both of f (a) and f (b). Since there are no
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transpositions in (hH , H ), the total order on vertices in H induces a total order on edges between any two tracks in the layout
of H.
Deﬁnition 8. The leftmost consistent edgewith respect to a, b ∈ G and mapping f is the leftmost edge (u, v) under the total or-
deringof edges inHbetween track(f (a)) and track(f (b)) such thatposition(f (a))position(u) andposition(f (b))position(v).
To ensure (f (a), f (b)) ∈ E(H), f (a) is set to u and f (b) is set to v (which can be viewed as “sliding” f (a) and f (b)
zero or more positions along their tracks), and we update function f by “sliding” vertices to the right of a and b. Either all the
inconsistencies are resolved or we fail by attempting to slide a vertex off the end of its track.
**set up data structures**
form track layout and total order of H
for each possible layout of G
set up data structure for G
**initial assignment of G to H**
for each a ∈ V (G)
f (a) : =(track(a), position(a)) in H
(if no such vertex, stop and declare failure)
end for
put all vertices in I
repeat until I is empty:
extract a from I
check(a)
The subroutine check examines a vertex a to see if for any edge (a, b) in G, the edge (f (a), f (b)) exists in H. If not, an
inconsistency has been detected, and the positions of a and b in the mapping f must be adjusted. The adjustment is made by
ﬁnding the leftmost consistent edge (u, v) and then setting f (a) to u and f (b) to v, also adjusting vertices to the right of a and
b. The ways in which a is chosen from I and the neighbours b of a are checked do not affect the correctness or asymptotic
complexity of the algorithm, as long as the set operations take constant time.
procedure(check(a))
if (f (a), f (b)) /∈E(H) for any (a, b) ∈ E(G)
let (u, v) be the leftmost consistent edge w.r.t. a, b, f
(if no such edge, stop and declare failure)
for all c with track(c)= track(a), position(c)> position(a)
** make room for move on track(a) **
if position(u)+ position(c)− position(a)> position(f (c))
f (c) := (track(c), position(u)+ position(c)− position(a))
(if no such position, stop and declare failure)
add c to I
end if
end for
** make room for move on track(b) **
for all d with track(d)= track(b), position(d)> position(b)
if position(v)+ position(d)− position(b)> position(f (d))
f (d) := (track(d), position(v)+ position(d)− position(b))
(if no such position, stop and declare failure)
add d to I
end if
end for
** move a,b **
add a, b to I
f (a) : =u
f (b) : =v
end if
Lemma 9. For G and H k-connected partial proper k-paths, if there exist track layouts (hG, G) of G and (hH , H ) of H and,
for aI and aF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of G and uI and uF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of H, a mapping f satisfying the
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following conditions, then there is a topological embedding from G into H.
(T(i)) for each a ∈ V (G)\{aI, aF}, track(a)= track(f (a));
(T(ii)) for vertices a and b in V (G) such that track(a)= track(b), if position(a)< position(b), then position(f (a))< position
(f (b));
(T(iii)) for each a ∈ V (G), a is consistent; and
(T(iv)) f (aI)= {uI}, f (aF)= {uF}.
Proof. Given a mapping f which satisﬁes all four conditions, it will sufﬁce to show that it is possible to construct a topological
embedding (f,) of G into H with respect to layouts (hG, G) and (hH , H ) that satisﬁes Lemma 8.
We deﬁne  to map each track edge (a, b), a = aI and b = aF, to the path from f (a) to f (b) on track(a) (which exists due
to Condition T(i)), each cross edge (a, b) to the edge (f (a), f (b)) (which exists due to Condition T(iii)), each edge (aI, b) to
the path from f (aI) to f (b) with all interior vertices on track(b), and each edge (b, aF) to the path from f (b) to f (aF) with all
interior vertices on track(b) (which exist due to Conditions T(iv), T(i), and T(ii)). It is not difﬁcult to verify that all conditions
of Lemma 8 are satisﬁed; observe that there are no hairs in either G or H.
We now verify that (f,) is a topological embedding. Clearly f and  are both functions as described in the deﬁnition of
topological embedding (Deﬁnition 3). Condition 1 in that deﬁnition is satisﬁed by the deﬁnition of  above. Condition T(ii)
above implies that no track edge in H is used in the image under  of more than one track edge of G, hence all images under 
are vertex-disjoint except possibly at the end vertices, as required to satisfy Condition 2 of Deﬁnition 3. 
Given G topologically embeddable in H with respect to track layouts (hG, G) of G and (hH , H ) of H, we can determine
a partial order among topological embeddings associated with the track layouts, where (f1,1) comes before (f2,2) if for
all a ∈ V (G), position(f1(a))position(f2(a)). Our algorithm ﬁnds the unique minimum embedding under this partial order,
whose existence is guaranteed by the following lemma.
Lemma 10. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths, G is topologically embeddable in H with respect to (hG, G) and
(hH , H ), then there is a unique minimum fm (with  deﬁned as in Lemma 8) associated with (hG, G) and (hH , H ).
Proof. Suppose instead there were incomparable minimal mappings (f1,1) and (f2,2); there must then exist a and b in
V (G) such that the following conditions all hold: track(a) = track(b), position(f1(a))< position(f2(a)) and position(f2(b))<
position(f1(b)). We can partition the vertices in V (G) into the following three sets: S1 = {a ∈ V (G) | position(f1(a))<
position(f2(a))}, S2 = {a ∈ V (G) | position(f2(a))< position(f1(a))}, and S= = {a ∈ V (G) | position(f1(a)) =
position(f2(a))}.
We observe that there cannot exist an edge in E(G) between a ∈ S1 and b ∈ S2, since the edges (f1(a), f1(b)) and
(f2(a), f2(b)) form a transposition in H. Consequently, all edges are either between vertices in the same set, between S1 and
S=, or between S2 and S=.
We can form f3 such that for a ∈ S1, f3(a)=f1(a), for a ∈ S2, f3(a)=f2(a), and for a ∈ S=, f3(a)=f1(a)=f2(a). Clearly
all edges can be mapped, and hence f3 is an embedding violating the minimality of f1 and f2, yielding a contradiction. 
Lemma 11. If G is topologically embeddable in H with respect to track layouts (hG, G) and (hH , H ), then at any point
during the execution of the algorithm above, and for any vertex a ∈ V (G), position(f (a))position(fm(a)), where fm is the
unique minimal f (as deﬁned in Lemma 10).
Proof. Suppose not. Consider the ﬁrst moment at which the property is violated. By symmetry, there are two cases: either a
vertex a was moved as a result of an inconsistency involving a and b, or a vertex c was moved as a result of an inconsistency
involving a vertex a earlier on the track and a vertex b on some different track (a was required to move and hence pushed c to
the right).
In the ﬁrst case, the edge (f (a), f (b)) did not exist in H, but the edge (u, v) did. The violation of the property means that
position(fm(a))< position(u). Since the edge (fm(a), fm(b)) must also exist in H, the lack of transpositions implies that
position(fm(b))position(v). But then (fm(a), fm(b)) should have been chosen instead of (u, v).
In the second case, note that the condition under which c is moved means that all vertices between a and cmap to consecutive
positions on the same track in H. This means that when a was moved, it also violated the property, reducing this case to the ﬁrst
case. 
Theorem 2. For G and H k-connected partial proper k-paths, it is possible to determine whether or not G is topologically
embeddable in H in O(n3) time.
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Proof. We have shown that if G is topologically embeddable in H with respect to given track layouts, then our algorithm never
pushes vertices past their positions in the unique minimal mapping (Lemmas 10 and 11). Since the algorithm terminates when
all vertices are consistent, it will terminate when each vertex is at the position dictated by the minimal mapping. Finally, we
observe that if our algorithm terminates by ﬁnding that all vertices are consistent, then all conditions of Lemma 9 have been
satisﬁed and hence there exists a topological embedding from G to H.
The algorithm of Theorem 1 ﬁnds track layouts in linear time. In the topological embedding algorithm, each vertex slides
forward at most n positions for a total of at most O(n2) slides. Each slide is the consequence of a failed consistency check. To
check all edges takes O(n) time, and so in O(n) time an inconsistent pair can be detected, if one exists. The work done in each
slide is O(n). Thus we have described an O(n3) algorithm for topological embedding of k-connected partial proper k-paths. 
When H can have hairs and thus is no longer proper, the situation is more complicated. A path of two hair edges in H can be
used to embed a cross edge of G in the preimage of the attachment set of that hair (which may not be a clique, since G is partial).
Since there may be more than one candidate cross edge, ambiguity is introduced.We are able to resolve this ambiguity to obtain
O(n3) algorithms when one of G and H is a full k-path and the other a k-connected partial k-path.
Theorem 3. For G a k-connected partial k-path and H a full k-path, it is possible to determine whether or not G is topologically
embeddable in H in O(n3) time.
Proof. Our algorithm and proof are minor modiﬁcations of those of Theorem 2, making use of compressed path decompositions
of G and H to derive a single layout of H and all 2(k!) layouts of G.
When H is a full k-path, all edges between vertices in the attachment set of a hair are present, and can be used for embedding
cross edges. However, since H is full, whenever there is a path from u to v through a hair, there is also an edge between u to v.
As a consequence, there is never a need to use a hair as an image of a cross edge. By combining this observation with Conditions
T1 and T3 of Lemma 8, we can conclude that G is topologically embeddable in H if and only if there exists an embedding in
which hairs in H are images of hairs in G but no other vertices or edges.
To adapt the algorithm for G a k-connected partial k-path and H a full k-path, we simply run the algorithm for the bodies of
both G and H. When the set of possibly inconsistent vertices I is empty, a mapping from the body of G to the body of H has
been found, and the algorithm proceeds to check whether, for each attachment set C of G with h hairs, there are at least h hairs
attached to f (C). If not, the vertices of C slide forward to the next attachment set ofH, they are all added toI, and the algorithm
is restarted from the point at which it stopped. This does not increase the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm as the number
of slides is still bounded by O(n2). 
5. Minor embedding algorithm
In the case of minor embedding, it would seem that vertices ofGmay nowmap to seemingly arbitrary connected subgraphs of
H. However, as we will see, Lemma 14 gives a structural characterization which limits possible images of vertices. Throughout
this section we assume that G and H are k-connected partial proper k-paths. To illustrate our algorithm, we consider a minor
embedding of G (Fig. 3) in H (Fig. 4) in Fig. 6; the induced path decomposition is derived in Tables 6 and 7.
To facilitate the proof of Lemma 14, we ﬁrst establish a few properties of minor embeddings. We focus ﬁrst on the roles of
the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves. Recall that the minor embedding function f maps vertices of G to connected subgraphs of H.
Lemma 12. For any minor embedding (f, ) of G into H, for any a ∈ V (G) which is not a hair, if f (a) does not contain either
the initial or ﬁnal k-leaf of H, then for any track layout (hH , H ) of H there exists a track t in (hH , H ) such that f (a) consists
of an interval of vertices [u, v] on t and zero or more hairs in H.
Proof. We ﬁrst demonstrate that f (a) cannot contain any cross edge (v,w) of H. Since v and w are neighbours but neither is
the exit vertex of the other, in any path decomposition (P, ) of H there must exist a bag pr , r even, such that {v,w} ⊆ (pr ).
If v and w are in f (a), then in the induced path decomposition (PG, G), |G(pr)|<k, contradicting the k-connectivity of G.
Since f (a) forms a connected subgraph of H and contains no cross edge nor the initial nor ﬁnal k-leaf, f (a) is an interval of
vertices [u, v] on a single track t in H and zero or more hairs. 
The proof of the following lemma is identical to that of Lemma 7.
Lemma 13. For (f, ) a minor embedding of G into H and (P, ) any path decomposition of H, for each end E of G there must
exist pr , r even, such that (pr ) contains the images of each vertex in E.








Fig. 6. A minor embedding of G in H.
Table 6
Mapping bags under the minor embedding.
b b b b c c c d d d d d d d d d d
f f f f f f g g g g g g g g g g g
h h h h h h h h i i i i i i i i i
j j j j j k k k k k k k k k k k k
Table 7
Induced path decomposition of G under the minor embedding
b c c c d d
f f f g g g
h h h h h i
j j k k k k
With the aid of the preceding two lemmas, the proof of Lemma 14 is similar to, though more complicated than, the proof of
Lemma 8 (the analogous lemma for topological embedding).
Lemma 14. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths, G is a minor of H if and only if there exist a minor embedding (f, )
and track layouts (hG, G) and (hH , H ) such that, for aI and aF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of (hG, G) and uI and uF the
initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of (hH , H ), the following conditions hold:
(M1) for all nonhairs a ∈ V (G)\{aI, aF}, f (a) is an interval of vertices [(f (a)), r(f (a))] = [u, v] on track(a) and zero or
more hairs in H where each hair has a distinct attachment set, each of which contains a nonhair in f (a);
(M2) for each hair a in G, f (a) is a hair in H;
(M3) for each track edge (a, b) in G, ((a, b)) consists of the edge from r(f (a)) to (f (b));
(M4) for each cross edge (a, b) in G, ((a, b)) consists of an edge from a vertex in f (a) to a vertex in f (b); and
(M5) f (aI)= {uI} and f (aF)= {uF}.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8, we omit the proof of the trivial inverse implication. We prove that if G is a minor of H, all
the necessary conditions are satisﬁed. Given a minor embedding (g, ) from G to H, a normalized path decomposition (P, ) of
H, and a track layout (hH , H ) of H, we need to form a minor embedding (f, ), select one of the 2(k!) track layouts for G,
and show that the conditions of the lemma are satisﬁed. We ﬁrst form the induced path decomposition of G and compress the
decompositions of both G and H.
We ﬁrst consider a ∈ {aI, aF}, and for each such a we let b1, . . . , bk be the neighbours of a. By Lemma 13, there must be a
bag in (P, ) that contains each g(bj ), and by applying Lemma 2 to the corresponding bag in (PG, G), we conclude that each
g(bj ) is on a distinct track. Moreover, since any bag is a separator, we can conclude that the g(bj )’s form a separator of H,
where g(a) is in one component. We choose the head of (hG, G) so that if a = aI (a = aF), g(a) is in the same component of
H [V (H)− {g(b1), . . . , g(bk)}] as uI (uF).
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To deﬁne (f, ), we consider two cases for each a ∈ {aI, aF}, depending on whether or not g(a) contains a u ∈ {uI, uF}.
Case 1: g(a) contains u
By Lemma 12, each g(bj ) consists of an interval on a track t in H.
We then form f (a) by restricting g(a) to the single vertex u, and then set each f (bj ) to be the union of g(bj ) and each vertex
on the path from uI to the leftmost vertex in g(bj ) or from the rightmost vertex of g(bj ) to uF (that is, an initial or ﬁnal segment
of the vertices on track(bj )).
Case 2: g(a) does not contain uI or uF
For H ′ the component of H [V (H) − {g(b1), . . . , g(bk)}] containing g(a), we consider the graph H [V (H ′) ∪ {g(b1), . . . ,
g(bk)}]. As the graph contains u ∈ {uI, uF} and a connected preﬁx or sufﬁx of each track, we can set f (a)= u.
We can then extend the images of the bj ’s in order to include the paths from u to each g(bj ). In particular, for br such
that track(g(br )) = track(g(a)), we set f (br ) to be the union of g(br ), g(a), and the path from g(a) to u (or u to g(a)) on
track(g(a)). For each other bj such that j = r , we set f (bj ) to be the union of g(bj ) and the path from g(bj ) to u (or u to
g(bj )) on track(g(bj )).
To satisfy all conditions, we ﬁrst observe that we have satisﬁed Condition M5 and in addition Conditions M1 and M3 for
the two k-leaves and their neighbours. To see that Condition M1 holds for the remaining vertices, we ﬁrst ignore hairs and use
an argument similar to that used to prove Lemma 8 in a proof by induction on track position. Namely, we show that if a track
successor c of a bj is mapped to a track other than track(bj ), then there exists a bag in a path decomposition of H containing
vertices in both f (bj ) and f (c). The result follows from the fact that this will violate Lemma 2, point 2 in the induced path
decomposition of G. The proof of Condition M2 is similar to the proof of Condition T1 for hairs in Lemma 8.
Finally, we must show that it is possible to include in f (a) at most one hair with a particular attachment set. Suppose
instead a included two hairs h1 and h2 with attachment set A, where an edge (a, b) was mapped to (h1, ub), for ub a node in
f (b), and an edge (a, c) was mapped to (h2, uc), for uc a node in f (c). Since h1 and h2 have the same attachment set, the
existence of the edge (h2, uc) implies the existence of the edge (h1, uc). We can then alter the mapping so that (a, b) and (a, c)
are mapped to (h1, ub) and (h1, uc). By repeating this process, we demonstrate that Condition M1 has been satisﬁed for all
vertices.
To complete the proof, we observe that Condition M4 follows from the fact that (g, ) is a minor embedding, and that we can
deﬁne (f, ) to satisfy Condition M3, given Condition M1. 
We use the lemmas above to prove Theorems 4 and 5, which demonstrate algorithms that determine whether or not G is a
minor of H when either both G and H are proper or H is a full k-path. The algorithms are modiﬁcations of those for topological
embeddings; we establish a tentative minor embedding and then check for inconsistencies. Initially for a ∈ V (G), the tentative
minor embedding assigns f (a) to be the single vertex at (track(a), position(a)).
As in the topological embedding algorithm, resolving an inconsistency entails not only “pushing” the image of one or more
endpoints of an edge inG to line upwith an edge inH, but also ﬁnding new assignments of track successors tomaintain Conditions
M(i) and M(ii) in Lemma 15 (analogous to Lemma 9) as invariants. Suppose there is a cross edge (a, b) in G such that there is
no edge from the subgraph f (a) to the subgraph f (b) in H. Since Conditions M(i) and M(ii) hold, track(f (a)) = track(f (b)).
We generalize the leftmost consistent edge, originally deﬁned in Section 4, to be the leftmost edge such that track(u)= track(a),
track(v) = track(b), position(u)position((f (a))), and position(v)position((f (b))). For (u, v) the leftmost consistent
edge, we assign r(f (a)) to be u and r(f (b)) to be v.
Since the new f (a) and f (b) may now overlap other intervals, we must “push” such intervals further down their tracks as
needed. For each c ∈ V (G) such that track(f (c))= track(f (a)), r(f (c)) is deﬁned to be the rightmost of its current value and
the vertex in position(r(f (a)))+ position(c)− position(a).
To show that the algorithm works correctly, we prove analogues of lemmas proved for topological embedding, with Lemma
15 corresponding to Lemma 9, Lemma 16 corresponding to Lemma 10, and Lemma 17 corresponding to Lemma 11.
Lemma 15. For G and H k-connected partial proper k-paths, if there exist track layouts (hG, G) of G and (hH , H ) of H,
and, for aI and aF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of G and uI and uF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of H, a mapping f satisfying the
following conditions, then G is a minor of H.
(M(i)) for each vertex a ∈ V (G)\{aI, aF}, f (a)= [u, v] for some u and v on track(a) in H;
(M(ii)) for each vertex a ∈ V (G) with track successor b, position((f (b)))= 1+ position(r(f (a)));
(M(iii)) for each a ∈ V (G), a is consistent; and
(M(iv)) f (aI)= {uI}; f (aF)= {uF}.
Proof. Given a mapping f which satisﬁes all four conditions, it will sufﬁce to show that it is possible to construct a minor
embedding (f, ) of G into H with respect to layouts (hG, G) and (hH , H ) that satisﬁes Lemma 14.
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We deﬁne  to map each track edge (a, b) to the edge from r(f (a)) to (f (b)) (which exists by Condition M(ii)) and each
cross edge (a, b) to an edge from a vertex in f (a) to a vertex in f (b) (which exists by Condition M(iii)). Recalling that there
are no hairs in either G or H, one can easily verify that each condition of Lemma 14 is satisﬁed.
To see that Conditions 1–4 in the deﬁnition of minor embedding (Deﬁnition 5) are satisﬁed, we ﬁrst observe that Condition 1
follows from Condition M(i) above, and Condition 4 follows from Conditions M(ii) and M(iv) above. Condition 3 follows from
the deﬁnition of , and Condition 2 follows from that deﬁnition and Condition M(ii). 
We can determine a partial order among minor embeddings associated with track layouts (hG, G) and (hH , H ), where f1
comes before f2 if for all a ∈ G, position(r(f1(a)))position(r(f2(a))).
Lemma 16. If G is a minor of H with respect to (hG, G) and (hH , H ), then there is a unique minimum fm (with  deﬁned
as in Lemma 14) associated with (hG, G) and (hH , H ).
Proof. Suppose instead there were incomparable minimal mappings f1 and f2. We claim that we can then form a smaller
mapping f3 from f1 and f2, contradicting the minimality of f1 and f2.
For each a in V (G)we let r(f3(a)) be the leftmost of r(f1(a)) and r(f2(a)).As (f3(a))will be determined by the placement
of the track predecessor of a, it follows that at least one of f1(a) and f2(a) is entirely contained in f3(a). Moreover, any vertex
in f1(a)\f3(a) or f2(a)\f3(a) must fall to the right of f3(a).
To complete the proof of the lemma it will sufﬁce to show that for each edge (a, b) in E(G) there is an edge from f3(a) to
f3(b). Suppose instead there were an edge (u, v) in E(G) such that there were no edge from f3(a) to f3(b); by the deﬁnition
of f3, (u, v) must be a cross edge.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that f1(a) is contained in f3(a). It then follows that f2(b) but not f1(b) is contained
in f3(b), since otherwise the edge from f1(a) to f1(b) would be an edge from f3(a) to f3(b).
We now consider the edges e1 from f1(a) to f1(b) and e2 from f2(a) to f2(b), which must exist since f1 and f2 are both
minor embeddings. Since there is no edge from f3(a) to f3(b), and one endpoint of e1 is in f1(a) (which is in f3(a)), the
other endpoint must be in f1(b)\f3(b), that is, to the right of f3(b). Similarly, e2 must connect a node in f3(b) to a node in
f2(a)\f3(a). Then e1 and e2 form a transposition, contradicting the fact that (hH , H ) is a track layout of H. 
Lemma 17. If G is a minor of H with respect to track layouts (hG, G) and (hH , H ), then at any point during the execution of
the algorithm abovewhere these track layouts are chosen, and for any vertex a ∈ V (G), position(r(f (a)))position(r(fm(a))),
where fm is the unique minimal f (as deﬁned in Lemma 16).
Proof. Suppose not. Consider the ﬁrst moment at which the property is violated. By symmetry, there are two cases: either a
vertex a was moved as a result of an inconsistency involving a and b, or a vertex c was moved as a result of an inconsistency
involving a vertex a earlier on the track and a vertex b on some different track (a was required to move and hence pushed c to
the right).
In the ﬁrst case, suppose the ﬁrst violation occurred when f (a) and f (b) were extended to the leftmost consistent edge (u, v)
such that track(u)= track(a), track(v)= track(b), and position(u)< position(r(fm(a))). Since there must exist in H an edge
joining vertices in fm(a) and fm(b), say e= (ua, ub), since position(ua)position(fm(a)), the lack of transpositions implies
that position(ub)position(v). But then e should have been chosen instead of (u, v).
In the second case, note that the condition under which c is moved means that all vertices between a and cmap to consecutive
positions on the same track in H. This means that when a is moved, it also must violate the property, and this reduces to the ﬁrst
case. 
Theorem 4. For G and H k-connected partial proper k-paths, it is possible to determine whether or not G is a minor of H in
O(n3) time.
Proof. We have shown that if G is a minor of H with respect to given track layouts, then our algorithm never pushes vertices
past their positions in the unique minimal mapping (Lemmas 16 and 17). Since the algorithm terminates when all vertices are
consistent, it will terminate when each vertex is at the position dictated by the minimal mapping. Finally, we observe that if our
algorithm terminates by ﬁnding that all vertices are consistent, then all conditions of Lemma 15 have been satisﬁed and hence
G is a minor of H.
The complexity of the algorithm depends on the time needed to resolve each consistency and the number of resolutions
needed. To determine the latter number, we observe that each resolution results in at least one end of an interval being moved.
As each end can be moved at most n times and there are in all at most 2n ends, there cannot be more than O(n2) resolutions
in all.
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In order to resolve an inconsistency, wemust ﬁrst detect an inconsistency and then ﬁnd the associated leftmost consistent edge.
As there are O(n) edges of G, detection can be accomplished in linear time. If there is an inconsistency involving u= r(f (a))
and v = r(f (b)) in H, then the leftmost consistent edge can be found in O(n) time by ﬁnding the ﬁrst vertex u′ to the right
of u on track(u) such that u′ has at least one edge to a vertex on track(v). We choose v′ to be the neighbour of u′ such that
track(v′)= track(v) and v′ is the ﬁrst such neighbour to the right of v, if such a vertex exists. If not, we slide v to the right; since
there are no transpositions, we will either ﬁnd an appropriate edge or “fall off” the track in time O(n). Finally, we must reassign
endpoints of intervals, which can again be accomplished in O(n) time, for a time bound of O(n3) for the algorithm. 
When trying to extend the algorithm to k-paths, we encounter the difﬁculty that a star of cross edges (a set of cross edges with
one common endpoint) can map into a hair of H. If H is a full k-path and G a partial k-path, there is no need to use a hair of
H in this fashion, and the minor containment algorithm extends in the same fashion as the topological embedding algorithm in
Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. For G a k-connected partial k-path and H a full k-path, it is possible to determine whether or not G is a minor of
H in O(n3) time.
6. Subgraph isomorphism algorithm
Due to the more constrained nature of subgraph isomorphism, we are able to prove structural results that yield an nO(1)
algorithm forG andH both k-connected partial k-paths. In the remainder of this section we assume thatG andH are k-connected
partial k-paths. For the purposes of illustration, Fig. 7 illustrates an embedding of G (Fig. 3) in H (Fig. 4).
Lemma 18. For (f,) a subgraph isomorphism embedding of G into H and (P, , hair) any compressed path decomposition
of H, |V (H)|k + 2, the following conditions must hold:
(1) for each end E of G, there must exist pr , r even, such that (pr ) contains images of each vertex in E; and
(2) for a the initial or ﬁnal k-leaf with neighbourhood E and r as deﬁned in part (a), f (a) is one of the following vertices:
exit(pr−1), entry(pr+1), or a hair with attachment set (pr ).
Proof. The proof of the ﬁrst statement, as in the proof of Lemma 7, follows from Lemma 2, point 1.
We prove the second statement by contradiction, considering all the possible locations of f (a). Clearly if f (a) is a hair, it has
exactly k neighbours; for each edge involving a to map to an edge in H, it must have attachment set (pr ), as claimed.
By the construction of a compressed path decomposition, since entry(pi) = exit(pi) for each pi in P, in particular pr−2
and pr+2 each lack one node in the image of E. In order for all edges between a and E to exist, either a = exit(pr−1), or
a = entry(pr+1), as claimed. 
Lemma 19. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths, there is a subgraph of H isomorphic to G if and only if for any compressed
path decomposition of H there exists a subgraph isomorphism embedding (f,), and track layouts (hG, G) of G and (hH , H )
of H such that, for aI and aF the initial and ﬁnal k-leaves of (hG, G), the following conditions hold:
(S1) for all a ∈ V (G)\{aI, aF}, track(a)= track(f (a));
(S2) for vertices a and b in V (G) such that track(a) = track(b) and position(a) = k + position(b), position(f (a)) = k +
position(f (b));
(S3) for (pr ) containing the images of each vertex in the head, r even, f (aI) is either a hair with attachment set (pr ) or
exit(pr−1); and
(S4) for (ps) containing the images of each vertex in the tail, s even, f (aF) is either a hair with attachment set (ps) or
entry(ps−1).
Proof. We omit the proof of the reverse implication, as it is trivial. Suppose (f,) is a subgraph isomorphism embedding of G
into H, (P, , hair) a compressed path decomposition of H and (PG, G) the path decomposition of G induced by (f,). We
can clearly ﬁx a track layout of H based on (P, ) and create a layout for G dictated by the tracks in H on which each vertex of
G is found, satisfying Condition S1. Condition S2 is then a consequence of the fact that the subgraph isomorphism embedding
must map adjacent track vertices in G to adjacent track vertices in H.
The proofs of Conditions S3 and S4 are similar; we consider Condition S3 below. By Lemma 18, we know that there exists
a vertex pr in H containing all images of the head, and that f (aI) is either a hair with attachment set (pr ), exit(pr−1), or
entry(pr+1). It is not difﬁcult to see that if f (aI) is a hair it can be mapped instead to exit(pr−1).









Fig. 7. A subgraph isomorphism embedding of G in H.
To complete the proof it will sufﬁce to show that f (a) = entry(pr+1). Since the head of G separates aI from the rest of G,
(pr ) will separate f (aI) from the images of the rest of G. By Conditions S1 and S2, entry(pr+1) will be the image of a vertex
on track(entry(pr+1)), and hence cannot be the image of aI. 
Our algorithm proceeds by ﬁxing a path decomposition and total order on H and then for each track layout of G mapping
the head vertices to a size-k bag in H. For such a mapping, the initial k-leaf is a hair or the track predecessor of the image of
a head vertex. The body vertices are mapped as follows: the entry vertex of the next bag is mapped to the next vertex on the
appropriate track of G. This procedure is repeated until all but the ﬁnal k-leaf is mapped. The ﬁnal k-leaf is mapped to a hair
or the track successor of the image of a tail vertex. Finally, hairs and edges are checked to determine if the mapping yields a
subgraph isomorphism embedding.
form a compressed path decomposition (P, , hair) of H
extract a track layout and total order of H
for each track layout of G
for each size-k bag (pi) in H
for all t, set f (at )= ut for at the track t vertex in
the head of G and ut the track t vertex in (pi)
for all t, set the current position current(t) to be 1
set the current position c in P to be i + 1
** map initial k-leaf **
if |hair(pi)|> 1
set f (aI) to a member of hair(pi),
else
for each track predecessor b of a vertex in (pi),
setf (aI)= b and
check for edges from f (aI) to each f (at )
(if no such vertex or edges, stop and declare failure)
** map body vertices **
while there are unassigned body vertices in G
set t to be track(entry(pc))
for a the node of G at position current(t)+ 1 on track t
(if no such node, stop and declare failure)
set f (a)= entry(pc)
set current(t)= current(t)+ 1
set c = c + 2
(if pc does not exist in P, stop and declare failure)
** map final k-leaf **
if |hair(pc−1)|> 1
set f (aF) to a member of hair(pc−1),
else
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for each track successor b of a vertex f (bt ) where bt is
the last vertex mapped to track t, set f (aF)= b and
check for edges from f (aF) to each f (at )
(if no such vertex or edges, stop and declare failure)
** map cross edges **
check all cross edges (a, b) to see if there is an edge f (a, b)
(if no such edge, stop and declare failure)
** map hairs **
for each attachment set in G with s hairs,
determine if s |hair(p)| for p
the vertex in P containing the preimages
of attachment set vertices
(if not, stop and declare failure)
Theorem 6. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths, it is possible to determine whether or not G is isomorphic to a subgraph
of H in O(n2) time.
Proof. Our algorithm compares all layouts of G to a ﬁxed layout of H, trying all size-k bags of H as images of the head of G
(justiﬁed by Lemma 18). We then map each track in G to the appropriate track in H and try possible mappings of the initial and
ﬁnal k-leaves, as dictated by Lemma 19. The mapping of hairs to hairs follows from Lemma 19; since body vertices in G map
to contiguous track vertices in H, the only remaining vertices in H with the appropriate attachment sets are hairs.
The complexity follows from the facts that there are O(1) track layouts of G, O(n) choices of size-k bags in (P, , hair), and
for each choice, a linear number of vertices to map and edges to check. 
7. Algorithms for the general case
By using dynamic programming, we can solve the topological embedding and minor containment problems for partial k-
paths (not necessarily proper), though the running times are nk+O(1) rather than nO(1). The dynamic programming subproblem
essentially checks if an “initial segment” of G maps into an “initial segment” of H. As in our earlier algorithms, we ﬁx a track
layout and total ordering of body vertices of H, and try all 2(k!) possible track layouts of G. For a vertex x of H, we deﬁne
Hpred(x) to be the predecessor of x in the total ordering, and rank(x) to be the rank of x in the total ordering. For each layout
of G, we compute all of the entries in a table T deﬁned by a recurrence relation.
First, we deﬁne some useful notation. For any vertex x in H, let U(x) be the set of vertices of H, one per track, that are the
rightmost vertices preceding or equal to x (that is, U(x) ∪ {tpred(x)} is the bag of the compressed path decomposition of H in
which x appears for the ﬁrst time). Let H(x) be the subgraph of H induced by all vertices of rank less than or equal to rank(x)
and every hair whose attachment set contains only vertices of rank less than or equal to rank(x). We call a set of vertices in G
(or in H) a spanning set if it contains exactly one vertex per track. For a spanning set A of G, let G(A) be the graph induced by
all vertices in A, all vertices to the left of vertices in A, and all hairs whose attachment set contains only vertices in A or to the
left of vertices in A. Note that since there is a total ordering on the body vertices of H, H(v)=G(U(v)) for any vertex v.
The topological embedding algorithm computes all quantities T [A, x, 	], where A is a spanning set of G, x is a vertex in
H with rank(x)k, and 	 is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , k} representing a subset of tracks. The entry T [A, x, 	] has value “true” if
and only if G(A) can be topologically embedded into H(x), where the topological embedding respects tracks (fulﬁls all but
Condition 4 of Lemma 8) and maps a vertex a in A to the vertex in U(x) on track(a) if and only if track(a) ∈ 	. Intuitively, if
track(a) /∈ 	, then a corresponds to an interior node in a path that is the image of the edge (tpred(a), a) in G. For A a spanning
set of G or H, we deﬁne h(A) to be the number of hairs with attachment set A. If A has hairs, then |	| = k, as the image of each
vertex in A must appear in H(x). Hairs in H can be used to embed hairs in G or cross edges (one per hair, as in Lemma 8, point
T3).
Clearly there are O(nk) choices for A, O(n) choices for x, and 2k choices for 	, so if an entry in T can be computed in time
nO(1), this will result in an nk+O(1) algorithm. We now detail the recurrence relation for T.
The base case consists of entries T [Ahead, x, 	], where Ahead is the set of vertices in the head of G, and x is any vertex in H
with rank(x)k. There are two cases, depending on whether the ﬁrst k body vertices of G map to the ﬁrst k body vertices of H
or some vertices farther on the tracks of H. In the latter case, one fewer hair is needed, since the initial vertex of G maps to the
initial vertex of H, and the initial vertex of H is not in h(U(x)). If rank(x)= k, T [Ahead, x, 	] is true if and only if:
(A1) 	= {1, 2, . . . , k};
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(A2) h(U(x))h(Ahead);
(A3) for all but h(U(x))− h(Ahead) cross edges, for each cross edge between vertices b, c in Ahead, there is an edge between
the vertices in U(x) on tracks track(b) and track(c).
If rank(x)> k, T [Ahead, x, 	] is true if and only if:
(B1) 	= {1, 2, . . . , k};
(B2) h(U(x))h(Ahead)− 1;
(B3) for all but h(U(x)) − h(Ahead) + 1 cross edges, for each cross edge between vertices b, c in Ahead, there is an edge
between the vertices in U(x) on tracks track(b) and track(c).
For the recurrence, given an entry T [A, x, 	], let ax be the vertex inAwith track(ax)= track(x). There are two cases, depending
on whether or not track(ax) ∈ 	; in both cases rank(x)> k.
If track(ax) ∈ 	, then T [A, x, 	] is true if and only if the following conditions are true:
(C1) there are no cross edges from ax to vertices to the left of vertices in A;
(C2) either T [A′,Hpred(x), 	\{track(ax)}] is true or T [A′,Hpred(x), 	] is true, where A′ = (A\{ax}) ∪ {tpred(ax)};
(C3) if h(A)> 0, then |	| = k;
(C4) h(U(x))h(A);
(C5) for all but h(U(x))− h(A) cross edges, for each cross edge between ax and a vertex b in A such that track(b) ∈ 	, there
is an edge between x and the vertex in U(x) on track(b).
If track(ax) /∈ 	, then T [A, x, 	] is true if and only if the following condition is true:
(D1) either T [A,Hpred(x), 	] is true, or T [A,Hpred(x), 	 ∪ {track(ax)}] is true.
Lemma 20. If T [A, x, 	] is true, then G(A) can be topologically embedded into H(x), where the topological embedding
respects tracks (fulﬁls all but Condition T4 of Lemma 8) and maps a vertex b in A to the vertex in U(x) on track(b) if and only
if track(b) ∈ 	.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on rank(x). For the base case, rank(x) = k. Then U(x) is the head of H, A must be
Ahead and by Condition A1, 	= {1, 2, . . . , k}. We deﬁne the topological embedding of G(Ahead) into H(x) by mapping b in
Ahead to the vertex on track(b) in U(x). Hairs in G with attachment set Ahead map to hairs in H with attachment set U(x)
(including the initial vertex of G, which maps to the initial vertex of H). Cross edges in Ahead map to either cross edges in H
or paths of length two in H going through hairs with attachment set U(x). Conditions A2 and A3 ensure that there are enough
hairs.
Now assume the statement of the lemma is true for all vertices x of rank less than n, for some n>k. Suppose T [A, x, 	] is
true, where rank(x)= n. There are three cases.
If A = Ahead, then 	 = {1, 2, . . . , k} by Condition B1. We deﬁne the topological embedding of G(Ahead) into H(x) by
mapping b in Ahead to the vertex on track(b) in U(x). Hairs in G with attachment set Ahead map to hairs in H with attachment
set U(x), except the initial vertex of G, which maps to the initial vertex of H. Edges incident with hairs in G map to edges
incident with the corresponding hairs in H, except for the edges incident with the initial vertex of G, which map to the paths
from the initial vertex of H to the corresponding vertices of U(x), along the appropriate tracks. Cross edges in Ahead map to
either cross edges in H or paths of length two in H going through hairs with attachment set U(x). Conditions B2 and B3 ensure
that there are enough hairs.
For the remaining two cases, we assume A = Ahead. If track(x) ∈ 	, then either T [A′,Hpred(x), 	\{track(ax)}] is true or
T [A′,Hpred(x), 	] is true (Condition C2). By the inductive hypothesis there exists a topological embedding (g, ) ofG(A′) into
H(Hpred(x)).We use (g, ) to form a mapping (f,) fromG(A) toH(x), where f (a)=g(a) for all a ∈ V (G(A′)), f (ax)=x,
and (e)= (e) for all e ∈ E[G(A′)]. To complete the speciﬁcation of (f,), we deﬁne  to map the track edge (tpred(ax), ax)
to the path from f (tpred(ax)) to x along track(ax). and to map cross edges (ax, b) (where b ∈ A and track(b) ∈ 	) to either
(f (ax), f (b)), if this edge exists, or to a path of length two through a hair of H attached at A. Conditions C3–C5 ensure that
there are enough hairs inH to embed all such cross edges ofG(A) incident on ax (which, by Condition C1, must have endpoints
in A) and all hairs in G with attachment set A. This gives a topological embedding ofG(A) into H(x) meeting the conditions in
the statement of the lemma.
If track(x) /∈ 	, then by Condition D1, either T [A,Hpred(x), 	] is true, or T [A,Hpred(x), 	 ∪ {track(ax)}] is true. In either
case, by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a topological embedding (f,) of G(A) into H(Hpred(x)) and hence of G(A)
into H(x). This topological embedding meets the conditions in the statement of the lemma. 
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Lemma 21. IfG(A) can be topologically embedded intoH(x), where the topological embedding respects tracks (fulﬁls all but
Condition T4 of Lemma 8) and maps a vertex b in A to the vertex inU(x) on track(b) if and only if track(b) ∈ 	, then T [A, x, 	]
is true.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on rank(x). For the base case, rank(x)= k, and U(x) is the head of H. Since there are
exactly k body vertices in G(A), A = Ahead. Suppose that there is a topological embedding (f,) from G(Ahead) into H(x)
as described in the statement of the lemma. Because the vertices in U(x) have no track predecessors, f must map a vertex a in
Ahead to the vertex of U(x) on track(a), and 	 must equal {1, 2, . . . , k}. A hair in G with attachment set Ahead (including the
initial vertex of G) must map into a hair of U(x), and cross edges between vertices in Ahead must map either to edges between
vertices inU(x) or paths of length two through hairs attached atU(x). Thus ConditionsA1–A3 are satisﬁed, and T [Ahead, x, 	]
is true.
Now assume the statement of the lemma is true for all vertices x of rank less than n, for some n>k. Suppose rank(x) = n,
and there is a topological embedding (f,) from G(A) into H(x) as described in the statement of the lemma.
If A= Ahead, we can conclude as before that f must map a vertex a in Ahead to the vertex of U(x) on track(a), and 	 must
equal {1, 2, . . . , k}. By condition T3 of Lemma 8, cross edges between vertices in Ahead must map either to edges between
vertices in U(x) or paths of length two through hairs attached at U(x). It is then possible to map the initial vertex of G to the
initial vertex of H, as no edge on a track from the initial vertex of H to the image of a vertex in Ahead is used to map any other
edge. Thus Conditions B1–B3 are satisﬁed, and T [Ahead, x, 	] is true.
AssumingA = Ahead, let ax be the vertex in A on track(x), andA′ be (A\{a})∪{tpred(ax)}. There are two cases, depending
on whether or not f (ax)= x.
If f (ax) = x, then f maps ax to a track predecessor of x and f topologically embeds G(A) into H(Hpred(x)). If f (ax) =
tpred(x), then by the inductive hypothesis, T [A,Hpred(x), 	∪ {track(ax)}] is true. If f (ax) = tpred(x), then by the inductive
hypothesis, T [A,Hpred(x), 	}] is true. Thus Condition D1 is satisﬁed, and T [A, x, 	] is true.
If f (ax) = x and f (tpred(ax)) is to the left of tpred(x), then f restricted to G(A′) topologically embeds G(A′) into
H(Hpred(x)), and by the inductive hypothesis,T [A′,Hpred(x), 	\{track(ax)}] is true. Iff (ax)=x andf (tpred(ax))=tpred(x),
then f restricted to G(A′) topologically embeds G(A′) into H(Hpred(x)), and by the inductive hypothesis T [A′,Hpred(x), 	]
is true. This proves that Condition C2 holds. To see that Condition C1 holds, suppose there were a cross edge (ax, b) with b
to the left of some vertex c in A. This must map onto either a cross edge (f (ax), f (b)) in H(x), or onto a path of length two
going through a hair ofH(x). Either of these imply that f (ax) and f (b) are in a bag together, but there is only one bag inH(x)
containing f (ax)= x, namely U(x), and U(x) does not contain f (b) since it is to the left of f (c). Condition C3 holds because
a hair attached at A must map onto a hair attached at U(x) (since x does not appear in any other bag). Finally, Conditions C4
and C5 follow from constraints placed by Lemma 8 on how cross edges incident with ax and hairs attached at Amap intoH(x).
So T [A, x, 	] is true. 
Theorem 7. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths, G can be topologically embedded in H if and only if there exist track
layouts of G and H and a vertex v in H such that T [Atail, v, {1, 2, . . . , k}] is true, where Atail is the set of vertices in the tail of
G.
Proof. Suppose G can be topologically embedded in H. We ﬁx a track layout of G, and the corresponding track layout of H,
and let v be the vertex of highest rank in H which is the image of some vertex in G. Then G = G(Atail) can be topologically
embedded into H(v), and so by Lemma 21 T [Atail, v, {1, 2, . . . , k}] is true.
If T [Atail, v, {1, 2, . . . , k}] is true, then by Lemma 20 G(Atail) = G can be topologically embedded into H(v), which is a
subgraph of H. 
Theorem 8. ForGandHk-connected partial k-paths, it is possible to determine innk+O(1) timewhether or notG is topologically
embeddable in H.
Proof. There are nk+O(1) entries in the table T, and if the hair function h is precomputed (which can be done in O(n) time),
each entry in T can be computed in constant time. 
A similar idea will work for the minor embedding problem; the key differences are due to the fact that in a minor embedding,
a vertex of G maps to a track segment of H, and a hair of H can be used to embed a star of cross edges in G. For this problem,
the quantities computed are M[A, x, 
], where A is a spanning set of G, x a vertex in H with rank(x)k, and 
 is a subset of
= {{i, j}|1 i, jk, i = j} representing track numbers of endpoints of cross edges. Given such a 
, let G
(A) be the graph
with vertex set V (G(A)) and edge setE(G(A))\{(b, c)|b, c ∈ A, {track(b), track(c)} /∈ 
}. That is, the sets of pairs representing
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track numbers of endpoints of cross edges inG
(A) is a subset of 
. Given a spanning set A in G (or H), let star(A, i) be the set
of cross edges in G (or H, respectively) with both endpoints in A and one endpoint on track i.
The entry M[A, x, 
] has value “true” if and only if there is a minor embedding from G
(A) to H(x), where the minor
embedding respects tracks (satisﬁes all but Condition M5 of Lemma 14).
There are O(nk) choices for A, O(n) choices for x, and 2k(k−1) choices for 
, so an nk+O(1) algorithm will result if each table
entry can be computed in nO(1) time.
The base case for the recurrence relation for M consists of entries M[Ahead, x, 
], where rank(x) = k. In this case,
M[Ahead, x, 
] is true if and only if:
(E1) h(U(x))h(Ahead);
(E2) There is a set S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k}, |S|h(U(x))− h(Ahead), such that for every cross edge (b, c) in G
(Ahead) such that
b, c ∈ Ahead and {track(b), track(c)} ∈ 
, either (b, c) ∈ star(Ahead, i) for some i ∈ S, or there is an edge between the
vertices in U(x) on track(b) and track(c).
For the recurrence, given an entryM[A, x, 
], let ax be the vertex in A with track(ax)= track(x).M[A, x, 
] is true if and only
if one of the following two conditions is true:
(F1) M[A′,Hpred(x),] is true, whereA′=(A\{ax})∪{tpred(ax)}, and there is a set S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k}, |S|h(U(x))−h(A),
such that for every cross edge (b, c) in G
(A) such that b, c ∈ A and {track(b), track(c)} ∈ 
, either (b, c) ∈ star(A, i)
for some i ∈ S, or there is an edge between the vertices in U(x) on track(b) and track(c). (Note that this requires that
A = Ahead.)
(F2) There are sets  ⊆ 
 and S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k}, |S|h(U(X)) − h(A), such that M[A,Hpred(x), ] is true, and for every
cross edge (b, c) in G
(A) such that b, c ∈ A and {track(b), track(c)} ∈ 
\, either (b, c) ∈ star(A, i) for some i ∈ S,
or there is an edge between the vertices in U(x) on track(b) and track(c).
Intuitively, Condition F1 corresponds to the case where the image of ax inH begins at the vertex x, and Condition F2 corresponds
to the case where the image of ax is stretched to include the vertex x.
Lemma 22. IfM[A, x, 
] is true, then there is a minor embedding of G
(A) into H(x), where the minor embedding respects
tracks (fulﬁls all but ConditionsM5 of Lemma 14).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on rank(x). For the base case, rank(x) = k. Then U(x) is the head of H and A must
be Ahead. We deﬁne the minor embedding (f, ) of G
(Ahead) into H(x) as follows. For a vertex b in Ahead, if track(b) /∈ S,
f (b) is the vertex in U(x) on track(b). Otherwise, by Condition M1 of Lemma 14, f (b) consists of this vertex and one of the
hairs with attachment set U(x), where the mappings are chosen so that each such hair is in at most one f (b). By Condition
M2, hairs in G with attachment set Ahead map to hairs in H with attachment set U(x) (including the initial vertex of G, which
can be deﬁned to map to the initial vertex of H). Conditions E1 and E2 ensure that there are enough hairs to deﬁne f this way.
Edges incident with hairs in Gmap to edges incident with the corresponding hairs in H. Given a cross edge (b, c), b, c ∈ Ahead,
{track(b), track(c)} ∈ 
, if either |f (b)|> 1 or |f (c)|> 1 (without loss of generality |f (b)|> 1, track(b)= i for some i ∈ S)
then maps (b, c) to the edge (v,w), where v is the hair in f (b) and w is the vertex in U(x) on track(c); otherwise (b, c)maps
to (f (b), f (c)). Condition E2 ensures that the resulting (f, ) satisﬁes the deﬁnition of minor embedding.
Now assume the statement of the lemma is true for all vertices x of rank less than n, for some n>k. SupposeM[A, x, 
] is
true, where rank(x)= n. There are two cases. Either Condition F1 is true, or Condition F2 is true.
In the ﬁrst case, Condition F1 is true, M[A′,Hpred(x),] is true, and by the inductive hypothesis there exists a minor
embedding (f, ) ofG(A′)=G(A′) intoH(Hpred(x)). We extend this to a minor embedding ofG
(A) intoH(x) as follows.
First, we deﬁne f (ax) = {x} for ax the vertex in A on track(x). Then for a vertex b in A, if track(b) ∈ S, we add to f (b) one
of the hairs with attachment set U(x), where the mappings are chosen so that each such hair is in at most one f (b). Hairs in
G with attachment set A map to hairs in H with attachment set U(x). We extend  as follows: edges incident with hairs in G
map to edges incident with the corresponding hairs in H. Given a cross edge (b, c), b, c ∈ A, {track(b), track(c)} ∈ 
, if either
|f (b)|> 1 or |f (c)|> 1 then without loss of generality |f (b)|> 1, track(b) = i for some i ∈ S, and  maps (b, c) to the edge
(v,w), where v is the hair in f (b) and w is the vertex in U(x) on track(c); otherwise (b, c)maps to (f (b), f (c)). Condition F1
ensures that the resulting (f, ) satisﬁes the deﬁnition of minor embedding.
In the second case,M[A,Hpred(x), ] is true, and by the inductive hypothesis there exists a minor embedding (f, ) ofG(A)
intoH(Hpred(x)). We extend this to a minor embedding ofG
(A) intoH(x) as follows. For a vertex b in A, if track(b) ∈ S, we
add to f (b) one of the hairs with attachment setU(x), where themappings are chosen so that each such hair is in at most one f (b).
Hairs in G with attachment set A map to hairs in H with attachment set U(x). We extend  as follows: edges incident with hairs
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in G map to edges incident with the corresponding hairs in H. Given a cross edge (b, c), b, c ∈ A, {track(b), track(c)} ∈ 
\,
if either |f (b)|> 1 or |f (c)|> 1 then without loss of generality |f (b)|> 1, track(b) = i for some i ∈ S, and  maps (b, c) to
the edge (v,w), where v is the hair in f (b) and w is the vertex in U(x) on track(c); otherwise (b, c) maps to (f (b), f (c)).
Condition F2 ensures that the resulting (f, ) satisﬁes the deﬁnition of minor embedding. 
Lemma 23. If there is a minor embedding of G
(A) into H(x), where the minor embedding respects tracks (fulﬁls all but
ConditionM5 of Lemma 14), thenM[A, x, 
] is true.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on rank(x). For the base case, rank(x) = k, and U(x) is the head of H. Since there
are exactly k + 1 body vertices in G
(A), A = Ahead. Suppose that there is a minor embedding (f,) from G
(Ahead) into
H(x) as described in the statement of the lemma. Because the vertices in U(x) have no track predecessors, f must map a vertex
a in Ahead to the vertex of U(x) on track(ax). A hair in G attached at Ahead (including the initial vertex of G) must map
into a hair of H attached at U(x). Let Y be the set of hairs of H attached at U(x) that are not images of hairs in G; clearly
|Y |h(U(x)) − h(Ahead). Let S = {track(b)|∃y ∈ Y such that y ∈ f (b)}. Given a cross edge (b, c), b, c ∈ Ahead, it must
map either to a cross edge between vertices in U(x) or to an edge from a hair in Y to vertices in U(x), and in the latter case
(b, c) ∈ star(Ahead, i) for i ∈ Y . Thus Conditions E1 and E2 are satisﬁed, andM[A, x, 
] is true.
Now assume the statement of the lemma is true for all vertices x of rank less than n, for some n>k. Suppose rank(x) = n,
and there is a minor embedding (f, ) from G
(A) into H(x) as described in the statement of the lemma.
The image f (ax) must contain x, for ax the vertex of A on track(x). If it does not contain Hpred(x), then f (tpred(ax)) is
a track segment (plus some hairs) whose right endpoint is Hpred(x). Restricting (f, ) to G(A′) =G(A′) and H(Hpred(x))
shows that, by the inductive hypothesis, M[A′,Hpred(x),] is true. As above, let Y be the set of hairs of H attached at U(x)
that are not images of hairs in G; clearly |Y |h(U(x))− h(A). Let S = {track(b)|∃y ∈ Y such that y ∈ f (b)}. Given a cross
edge (b, c), b, c ∈ A, it must map either to a cross edge between vertices in U(x) or to an edge from a hair in Y to vertices in
U(x), and in the latter case (b, c) ∈ star(A, i) for i ∈ Y . Thus Condition F1 is satisﬁed, andM[A, x, 
] is true.
If Hpred(x) ∈ f (ax), then let 1 be the set of all pairs {track(ax), track(b)} such that b ∈ A, {track(ax), track(b)} ∈ 
, and
((ax, b)) maps to a cross edge with endpoints in U(x). Let 2 be the set of all pairs {track(b), track(c)} such that b, c ∈ A,
{track(ax), track(b)} ∈ 
, and ((b, c)) is incident on a hair of H. Let  = 
\(1 ∪ 2); since 1, 2 ⊆ 
, 1 ∪ 2 = 
\.
The minor embedding restricted to G(A) and H(Hpred(x)) shows that, by the inductive hypothesis, M[A,Hpred(x), ] is
true. Let S = {track(b)|f (b) contains a hair of H }; clearly 2 ⊆ S. Since the minor embedding maps cross edges (b, c) in
G
(A), b, c ∈ A, {track(b), track(c)} in 
\ to either cross edges in H ({track(b), track(c)} ∈ 1) or to edges incident on a hair
({track(b), track(c)} ∈ 2), Condition F2 is satisﬁed, andM[A, x, 
] is true. 
Theorem 9. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths, there is a minor embedding of G into H if and only if there exist track
layouts of G and H and a vertex v in H such thatM[Atail, v,] is true, where Atail is the set of vertices in the tail of G.
Proof. Suppose there is a minor embedding of G into H. Fix a track layout of G, and the corresponding track layout of H. Let v
be the vertex of highest rank inHwhich is in the image of some vertex inG. ThenG=G(Atail) can be topologically embedded
into H(v), and soM[Atail, v,] is true by Lemma 23.
IfM[Atail, v,] is true, then by Lemma 22 there is a minor embedding ofG(Atail)=G intoH(v), which is a subgraph of
H. 
Theorem 10. For G and H k-connected partial k-paths, it is possible to determine in nk+O(1) time whether or not there is a
minor embedding of G into H.
Proof. There are nk+O(1) entries in the table T, and if the hair function h is precomputed (which can be done in O(n) time),
each entry in T can be computed in constant time. 
8. Extensions and open problems
We can improve the complexity of our algorithms when there are additional constraints on G and H. To specify a particular
full k-path, a track layout and a total order on the vertices (consistent with the partial order imposed by tracks) are sufﬁcient.
The neighbours of each vertex are completely determined by the total order. A full proper k-path G can thus be represented as
a k-character string SG derived from the track numbers of the entry vertices in a path decomposition of G [17]; an extension of
this notation allows us to handle full k-paths, as well, by associating with each entry vertex a the number h(a) of hairs sharing
its attachment set.
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When G and H are both full proper k-paths, we can solve subgraph isomorphism by ﬁxing a string representation of H and
then executing string matching between SH and each of the 2(k!) possible string representations of G. When G and H are both
full k-paths, we need to determine a matching such that a ∈ V (G) matches u ∈ V (H) if and only if track(a) = track(u)
and the number of hairs with attachment setA(a) is at most the number of hairs with attachment setA(u). This extension of
string matching can be solved in time O(|V (H)|√|V (G)| log(|V (G)|)) [1], for a total complexity of O(n√n log n). Topological
embedding of full proper k-paths can be reduced to this idea. In particular, since cross edges will map to cross edges, the only
vertices in H that are interior nodes in images of edges in G will be vertices on the same track that are consecutive in the total
ordering. Each graph can be represented as a string sequence of (character, number) pairs, where the number in G must be no
greater than the number in H. Using the string matching extension above, we again obtain a O(n
√
n log n) algorithm.
The most obvious open problem is to improve the algorithm given in Section 7 to remove of any function of k from the
exponent. Beyond that, we suspect that the requirement of k-connectivity may yield more useful structural information for
partial k-trees than has been discovered to date.
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